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• Day-dream oder everyday life?
• Attractive, healthy, sustainable, livable, confortable...
• For efficiency
• Urban planning – short distances?
• Urban planning and energy efficiency
• Space efficiency
• For the future
• For commercial activity
• For nature even in cities
• Public spaces as a playground
• Public places as a place to be
• Public spaces as a place to be together

Challenges
Attractive cities: urban design
Cost effective and healthy
Day-dream oder everyday life?
Attractive, healthy, sustainable, livable, confortable...

- Shared space, walking and cycling first
For efficiency
Urban planning – short distances?
Urban planning and energy efficiency

Transport-related energy consumption
Gigajoules per capita per year

Urban density and transport-related energy consumption

Space efficiency
For the future
For commercial activity
For nature even in cities
Public spaces as a playground
Public places as a place to be
Public spaces as a place to be together
Challenges

- Social inclusion
- Energy efficiency
- Attractive public spaces
- Dynamic Economy
- Public Health
- Sustainable future
Attractive cities: urban design

- Tools:
  - Lessen speed (and making streets safer)
  - Widening pavements
  - Providing cycle-paths
  - Improve public transport
  - Make place for nature
• Diapo de résumé
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• For commercial activity
For nature even in cities
Public spaces as a playground
Public places as a place to be
Public spaces as a place to be together
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Why is it so difficult? Easy? Freedom? Dependancy...

- Club effect
- Network effect
- Impact of the car-system on other transport means